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The Fourteenth Hume Conference will be held at the University of Edinburgh, August 25-30, 1986. The Conference is sponsored by the Hume Society in cooperation with the Institute Project Scottish Enlightenment 1986 (IPSE) which is hosting a number of conferences on all aspects of the Scottish Enlightenment. Four copies of papers not to exceed a reading time of thirty minutes should be sent by October 1, 1985 to Donald Livingston, Secretary, The Hume Society, Department of Philosophy, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. 30322 USA. Although preference will be given to completed papers, the Program Committee will consider substantial abstracts of papers for those who cannot have a completed paper ready by October 1. The Society follows the principle of blind refereeing, and so authors are asked to delete self-references from their papers. Individuals willing to serve as commentators and as chairs of sessions are asked to inform the Secretary of their availability.
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